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ABSTRACT 

 

 

      With China’s rapid economic growth over the past four decades, teaching Chinese as a Second 

or Foreign Language (TCSL/TCFL) has become popular. However, there has been a lack of 

research conducted in addressing the issues associated with the medium of instrument (MOI) in 

TCSL/TCFL, especially at the primary level. There has been no research conducted to show 

whether or not, and how primary CSL/CFL students’ Chinese proficiency is affected by a 

particular MOI. The objectives of this research study were to (i) examine the correlation of primary 

CSL/CFL students’ achievement in Chinese proficiency and a particular MOI – Putonghua only 

or translanguaging; (ii) investigate how a particular MOI affects primary CSL/CFL students’ 

achievement in Chinese language proficiency; and (iii) evaluate why a particular MOI affects / 

does not affect primary CSL/CFL students’ language achievement? Following a mixed methods 

research design, two individual yet interrelated studies were conducted. A sample of 55 students 

aged 6-7 from two parallel Year 2 CSL/CFL classes of an international school in Hong Kong 

participated in the study. 

      Study One adopted a quantitative research method - quasi-experimental research design - to 

examine the two variables, a particular MOI as the independent variable and CSL/CFL learners’ 

Chinese proficiency as the dependent variable, to evaluate the effectiveness of a particular MOI in 

CSL/CFL teaching contexts. The Youth Chinese Test (YCT) and the Oral Chinese Test (OCT) 

were adopted before and after the experiment to compare the participants’ academic results of the 

two classes, a Putonghua-only class and a translanguaging class. Analysis of Covariance 

(ANCOVA) was adopted to analyse the numerical data collected from the YCT Listening and 

Reading tests, while the OCT report provided by Confucius Institute Headquarters was used to 

analyse the participants’ language achievements in listening and speaking after the treatment. 

      Results indicate that using Putonghua-only as the MOI in a CSL/CFL classroom was more 

effective than translanguaging-MOI to enhance students’ academic performance and results, with 

the students of the Putonghua-only class who showed much more obvious progress on listening 

and speaking.  

      Study Two used a qualitative research method-classroom observation-to collect data to explain 

how and why a particular MOI affects students’ language achievement. Findings indicate that 



Putonghua-only MOI pushes the teachers to nurture an optimal environment by improving the 

clarity of class instruction, arranging level-appropriate learning tasks and using more instructional 

strategies to stimulate the students’ attention to the language features and make the instruction 

comprehensible. Therefore, Putonghua-only MOI provides the CSL/CFL students with more 

content-focused target language input, which directly improves the CSL/CFL students’ listening 

and reading skills, constructs a meaningful language environment, which facilitates the teacher-

student interactions in Chinese, and helps to improve CSL/CFL students’ speaking and writing 

skills. In comparison, the use of translanguaging as the MOI fails to provide the students with 

sufficient challenges to promote their cognitive engagement, and is at a risk of triggering students’ 

off-task behaviour. Study Two also reveals that due to the inner low filter, early year CSL/CFL 

students have a neurological advantage in language learning to cope well with the Putonghua-only 

MOI.     

      This thesis concludes by pointing out that CSL/CFL MOI policies should adopt a phased 

approach instead of a one-size-fits-all principle. Findings of this study provides CSL/CFL 

education researchers, teachers, policy makers, and curriculum designers with a new angle to 

examine CSL/CFL education with an aim to enhance overall quality of TCSL/TCFL.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


